General Tips:

• You do not need to fill up the whole poster: shorter is more focused.

• Don’t try and do this on your own, or just by sitting down and writing - use the suggested exercises in the session plan and presentation or your own creative exercises.
Vision Tips:
• How will you know if you’re not needed anymore?
• Can you imagine what it looks like for a single person - not just a perfect society?
• Does this tackle the joint crisis of people and planet?

Vision for a Sharing Community

Obstacles to achieve that vision, and solutions we could work towards

Activities we could do to make that change
Obstacle Tips:

• Are the obstacles we are naming what is really preventing our vision from happening?
• Are we limiting ourselves to thinking of what is possible, rather than what is needed?
• Are our solutions to these obstacles really just activities? Are they big enough?
Activities Tips:

• Are we just listing activities we have done before? How do they help with our solutions?
• Are our audiences too broad (like ‘students’, ‘businesses’) or can we make them specific?
• Do we only have audiences we target - or can we campaign with some of them as allies?